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From #1 New York Times bestselling author Rachel Van Dyken comes the third book in the

bestselling Eagle Elite SeriesÃ¢â‚¬Â¦"Rachel Van Dyken does it again with Entice...this story

gripped me from the first page and refused to let go. A must read!" --NYT & USA Today Bestselling

Author Jennifer Probst "Larger than life characters, real drama and plenty of emotion--what more

can a reader want? I couldn't put this book down!"-- NYT & USA Today Bestselling Author Brenda

Novak"Rachel Van Dyken has created another stunning cast of characters in the Eagle Elite series.

Entice continues to draw you in and embed you in their lives, taking hold and not letting go. Nixon

and Chase are two of the most swoon-worthy book boyfriends ever! Ms. Van DykenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

writing style is infectious and entertaining and youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find that you'll want to read this entire

series in one sitting. These books are beyond five stars for me! Loved Loved Loved!" -- Bestselling

Author Trudy Stiles"EnticeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s heart-pounding action, tangled mysteries, swoon-filled

romance, and shifting allegiances within warring Mafia families will keep you teetering on the edge

of your seat long into the night, desperate for answers until the very last pageÃ¢â‚¬â€•and even

then, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll be clamoring for more. Fresh and exciting, Rachel Van DykenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Eagle

Elite series is a must read!" Ã¢â‚¬â€œHeather Lyons, author of the Fate series Ã¢â‚¬Å“As burns

this saint, so burns my soul. I enter alive, and I will have to get out dead.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Chase Winter let

the love of his life slip through his fingers and into the hands of his best friend and mafia boss of the

Abandonato family. Now that he's been given a second chance to right a wrong, he refuses to let his

own selfishness stand in the way. The only problem? He's not fully in possession of his heart, so

when Mil De Lange Ã¢â‚¬â€• the girl who's innocence he stole and heir to the worst of the worst

mafia families in the US Ã¢â‚¬â€• asks him for a favorÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ he says yes, not realizing that one

yes has the power to destroy them all. Mil's been in love with Chase Winter as long as she can

remember, but as the years went by, love turned into hate, and now that he's agreed to help her,

she's wondering if she made a fatal error. Because Chase isn't a teenager anymore. He's a

hot-blooded male, bent on owning every part of her, body and soul, and he's willing to kill anyone in

his path who dares stand in the way.Secrets will finally be revealed... but make no mistake, it's

going to take a lot of bloodshed for those truths to be discovered. You've never read a New Adult

Mafia story like this before. Loyalties will be tested, lovers reunited, and friendships obliterated.

Welcome to the Family. Blood in Ã¢â‚¬â€• No out.
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My second book read by Rachel Van Dyken was Elite and it's by far my favorite Series, of her and

any other author.In Elite we got to know some of the characters of this series; Nixon, Chase and Mo

from the Abandonato family, Trace and Frank from the Alfero family and Phoenix from the De Lange

family. Tex is there, but we only get to know he's family, still don't know which one. This first book

set the plot of this awesome Series and its ending was worth reading several times.Let's move on to

Elect (the 2nd book in this Series) where things got complicated and more characters where

introduced. Now, we add Mil from the De Lange family and Luca from the Nicolasi family. As more

characters are added to the story, it gets better and better. In Elect, we see how Chase's heart gets

broken and its ending gives the readers hope. What I wanted the most while reading this series is

Chase to find happiness. I've been Team Chase since the begging, so my heart ached whenever he

got sad or rejected.Thankfully, we have Entice and I can tell this is my favorite book of the series so

far. Everything I wanted and more is here There's drama, more secrets get revealed, action (the

action scenes are described in such a believable way that I could see them happening while

reading) and sex, yes sex. Rachel has stepped up in these sex scenes, they are not tacky, they



have class and it reflects how the characters are growing up in the book. What I like the best (even

more than Chase being happy) is that Rachel never betrays the characters. We know how they are,

why they do and react in some ways since the first book and here we see them being them. She

took the time to keep all of them as well rounded characters, that despite of their flaws are

lovable.My Chase gets to grow up in this book and what started as a spur of the moment decision

got to be the best one ever. His personality revolves around helping his family and do whatever

necessary to keep them safe. There is no shocker when Mil asked for his help at the end of Elect

and he said yes. Ok, he was heartbroken, but he never forgot about Mil and the story they've

shared. If all of the families want to be safe, Chase has to do what he does best, be there for Mil,

break down hers walls and keep her safe from everyone.We get to see Nixon and how an ass he

can be, the thing is that he has a reason for doing so. Even I have to say that his motives are great,

just the means could've been better. He is a good Mob boss and what it surprised me more is to

notice how intelligent he is. He has to be in order to manipulate everyone so the family can be safe.

Add Trace to that mix, and the result is a humanized Mob boss that now has someone to lose.

Because of that, he'll do whatever it takes to keep her safe.Then, there is Tex and Mo. We get to

know more about them, about how they behave the way the do. Tex's secret gets reveal in such an

easy way that the implications are not seen until they're happening. As all the book in this Series,

the end is all about the next one and I can't wait to read it.Congrats Rachel for another awesome

book!

This is the 3rd book in the wonderful Eagle Elite series! This book is totally awesome! If you haven't

read the first 2 books, you definitely need too! Rachel brings us more of our favorite mafia men and

women - Nixon, Trace, Chase, Tex, Mo and Mil!This is Chase and Mil's story! We read about the

love triangle of Nixon, Trace and Chase. Now Chase is getting his chance at love and happiness. At

first, he just wants to help Mil out by marrying her after she becomes the new boss of the De Lange

family. He marries her to help protect her and keep her safe, but as the days pass he remembers

the beautiful girl that caught is eye when he was 15. The pain of losing Trace lessens and he starts

to see Mil in a whole new light! But they are barely able to start their honeymoon when men attempt

to kill Mil. The whole gang gets together to see if they can get to the bottom of who is behind the

attempted hits. There is so much suspense and action in this book!Frank and Luca, the older Mafia

bosses, are back in this book too! We learn a little more of what was going on in the De Lange

family and get introduced to another family from Sicily. More secrets come out and blood letting!

Can Chase and Mil survive all of the secrets and the lies? During all of this Tex provides us with



some comic relief! You just come to love all of the characters even more! We are given a little more

insight to the complexity of Tex and I cannot wait for his story to come out!This book is written in

Chase, Mil, and Nixon's POV. We also get a little bit of Tex's POV. This book series is so awesome

and you are missing out if you do not read it!! Rachel keeps us on pins and needles as the danger

and suspense increases. You are so gripped by this story that you cannot quit turning the pages to

find out what is going to happen next! In between the suspense and excitement we have the

romance between Chase and Mil and between Nixon and Trace! And at the end Rachel totally

throws us a curve ball!You will not be disappointed in this book! Rachel gives it all to us!! Romance,

suspense, and comedy! You will be on the edge of your seat, gripping your chair as you turn the

pages and then next you will be chuckling to yourself. Don't miss out!! Blood in, no out!

*ARC provided by author for an honest review*I am going to start off by saying that I am and will

always be team Nixon but damn does this book make me fall in love with Chase and Tex! This is my

favorite Rachel Van Dyken series and this book just shows what a fantastic author she is. Chase

was dumb or smart enough (depends how you look at it) to agree to Mil's proposal. Mil is one bad

ass, tough, strong woman. Being head of a family she never looks back. Chase didn't understand

the power the Mil could have over him, but throughout the entire book you see him grow more and

more in love with her. One of Mil's biggest secrets is that she's been in love with Chase since that

night in Vegas. With so many bad things that happened in her past, she clings to Chase in hopes of

him saving her. Nixon and Trace are as perfect and dysfunctional as they can be and make me

happy every time they make an appearance (which is often). I was also excited that we start

learning more and more about Tex in this book. I've been hearing about him, and yes he was

always an amazing comic relief but we knew there was more to the story. When his POV is revealed

I love the side we get to see. The bad ass meets the heart broken guy. He is a great character and I

am so excited (and dreading from the prologue) for Elicit. Overall this book is everything you've

come to crave, love, dream about, plus so much more. Team Nixon forever but damn Chase and

Tex make it hard.
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